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Abstract 
Aiming at the problems that the stackers used in hillside dumps are inefficient because of the frequent system shifting, we 
propose a new semi-continuous mining system that replaces the traditional belt conveyor – stacker compounding by belt 
conveyor – transfer station – truck compounding in this paper. The flexibility advantage of shovel – truck system can be given 
full play and the transport capacity and low cost of long range transport characteristic can be used in the new system, so it can be 
used in the surface mines that the overburden transportation distance is long and the landform of hillside dump is complex. The 
economic efficiency and the minimum transportation distance of the new semi-continuous mining system are analyszed. The 
Long Qiao Dumping Area of Bu Zhaoba lignite mine is taken as a case study. The cost of shovel – truck system is too high 
because the transport distance of overburden exceeds 6 km; as a result of small quantity of dumping bench, there are several 
problems such as the system shifts frequently and it is difficult to mix up dumping overburdens when using stacker to dump the 
marlite. So the new semi-continuous mining system used in Bu Zhaoba lignite mine is feasible and essential.  
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1. Introduction 
The semi-continuous technology, arisen in 1970s of the twentieth century, has advantaes of both the continuous 
system and the discontinuous system[1] and is a kind of advanced transportation manner with high adaptability. As a 
technical alternative equipment, the use of semi-continuous system in China has become a main developing 
tendency in exploiting deep and large-sized open-pit mines[2] and so it has been widely applied. In lignite 
exploitation, the shovel-truck-semi-fixed crusher–belt-conveyor mode was often used and the materials reloading 
and dumping links were all fulfilled by the belt-conveyor[3]. The materials exploited in open-pit mines is mainly the 
stripping overburdens, the stripping ratio of several oversized surface lignite mines excavated in China exceeds 3:1 
and the popularization of semi-continuous technology in overburden stripping may be one of the evolution direction 
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 of mine technology[4-6]. Yet for those surface mines where the hillside external dumps are used, the dumping is very 
high, making the capacity of a single dumping bench be limited, which requires that the stackers system be 
periodically shifted with the ascending of the dump.  So the system utilization rate is quite low. Aiming at this issue, 
we propose the discontinuous-continuous-discontinuous technology of which the characteristic of flexible running 
of trucks is taken into consideration in order to adapt the demand of continuous rising of the external dump.  
2. New system designing 
2.1. Technology links composition 
The hillside dumps are quite high and the landform is irregular, the capacity of a single dumping bench is limited 
with frequent bench-ascending. It is of great economic value using flexible truck, aided by bulldozers, as the 
dumping equipment under this condition. Transporting the stripped overburden from the open pit to the hillside 
dump has a considerable transportation height and a far distance; so the economic effect adopting belt-conveyor is 
better than adopting trucks. On this basis, we choose the links constitution of new pattern of semi-continuous 
technology to be shovel - (truck) – crusher – belt-conveyor – truck - bulldozer. 
The main characteristic of such semi-continuous is that the transfer - truck dumping manner is adopted instead of 
the belt-conveyor - stacker mode in order to adapt the dumping requirement of the external dump benches. The 
comparison among the new pattern of semi-continuous system, the discontinuous system and the traditional semi-
continuous system is described in figure 1, the technology disposal is shown in figure 2. 
2.2. Application conditions 
Comparing to the traditional shovel-truck discontinuous system, three links of the crusher crashing, the belt-
conveyor transportation and the transferring of the dump transfer station are added in such new pattern of semi-
continuous technology, so the technology is complicated; Comparing to the traditional semi-continuous system, if 
the transfer station-truck dumping manner is adopted but the belt-conveyor-stacker operation in the working face, 
the continuous working can be transferred to continuous-discontinuous working. In this situation, the exertion of the 
belt-conveyor transportation efficiency will be confined, which goes against the adoption conditions of such semi-
continuous system, the mine conditions be suitable are:  
(1) According to the features of the materials, the semi-continuous technology can be adopted in overburden 
stripping. 
(2) The external dumping distance of materials is too far, in which situation obvious economic advantages exit if 
the belt-conveyor is adopted in transportation. 
(3) The capacity of the dumping benches is limited, or there are other factors confining the efficiency exertion of 
the stacker. 
(4) There is suitable space condition in the external dump under which the material transfer station can be 
disposed. 
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Fig. 2. Disposal of new pattern of semi-continuous system 
3. Economic analyse 
3.1. Basic calculation method 
In accordance with the technology links composition, the direct cost of the surface mining technology can be 
calculated as follows: 
 
c y p s zC C C C C C= + + + +                                                                                              (1) 
 
Neglecting the effect of transportation distance to the truck unit transportation cost: 
 
Shovel-truck discontinuous technology: j c k tC C q l C= + ⋅ +                                                                       (2) 
 
Semi-continuous technology:  b c k q s s s dC C q l C q l C= + ⋅ + + ⋅ +                                                             (3) 
 
New pattern of Semi-continuous technology:  'x c k q s s s z k h tC C q l C q l C q l C= + ⋅ + + ⋅ + + ⋅ +                             (4) 
 
Where C is the overall stripping cost of unit material, RMB/ m3; Cc is the extracting and loading cost, RMB/ m3; 
CP is the dumping cost of stripped materials, RMB/ m3; CS is the crashing cost, RMB/ m3; Cj is the production cost 
of shovel-truck discontinuous technology, RMB/ m3; qk is the overburden unit transportation cost adopting trucks, 
RMB/ m3; l is the truck transportation distance of overburden, km; Ct is the dumping cost using bulldozer, RMB/ 
m3; Cb is the production cost of traditional semi-continuous technology, RMB/ m3; lq is the average truck 
transportation of overburden from the stripping working face to the crashing station, when the self-moving crusher 
is adopted, lq=0, RMB/ m3·km; qs is the unit transportation cost of materials when belt-conveyor is adopted, RMB/ 
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 m3·km; ls is the belt-conveyor transportation distance of the overburden to the external dump, km; ls’ is the belt-
conveyor transportation distance of the overburden to the transferring station, RMB/ m3; Cz is the unit cost of 
materials transferred from the belt-conveyor to the truck, RMB/ m3; Cd is the dumping cost of the stacker, RMB/ m3; 
lh is the average truck transportation distance of the overburden from the transferring station to the dumping face, 
km. 
To a specific mine, 
cC , tC , sC , zC  and dC  are always constants. 
3.2. Comparison to the discontinuous technology 
Because the same stripping and loading equipments and the technology are adopted, costs of the new pattern 
semi-continuous technology and the shovel-truck discontinuous technology keep the same, in the similar way, the 
dumping costs of these two technology schemes are the same. The economic benefit if new type of semi-continuous 
technology is adopted: 
 
 
( )
( ) ( )
j x k k q S s s z k h
k q s S s s z
C C C q l q l C q l C q l
q l l l C q l C
∆ = − = ⋅ − ⋅ + + ⋅ + + ⋅
= − −⋅ − + +
                                                                              (5) 
 
So the boundary condition if new type of semi-continuous technology is applied: 0C∆ ≥ , 
namely： 
 
( ( )) ( ) 0k q h p s s zq l l l C q l C− + − + ⋅ + ≥                                                                                        (6) 
 
( ( ))k q h s s s zq l l l q l C C− + − ⋅ ≥ +                                                                                           (7) 
 
Where           ( )s q hl l l l= − + :  ( )k s s S zq q l C C− ≥ +                                                                                      (8) 
 
So the boundary transportation distance condition if new type of semi-continuous technology is applied: 
 
S z
s
k s
C Cl
q q
+≥
−
                                                                                                              (9) 
3.3. Comparison to traditional semi-continuous technology 
Comparing to traditional semi-continuous system, there are some changes in the new type of semi-continuous 
technology in the dumping link, so the difference production cost between the two systems is: 
 
' ( ) ( ' )
( ' ) ( )
b x s s d s s z k h t
s s s s k h d z t
C C C q l C q l C q l C
q l q l q l C C C
∆ = − = + − + + +
= − − + − −
  
  
                                                                        (10) 
The purpose of new type of semi-continuous technology is to increase the system production, supposing the 
yearly operation time added in new technology is Tz, the overburden stripping added is Vz; this part of overburden 
need to be transported to the external dump if traditional semi-continuous technology is adopted, the benefit can be 
calculated if new type of semi-continuous technology is taken: 
 
z zS V C= × ∆                                                                                                             (11) 
 
Thereout the boundary condition if we apply the new type of semi-continuous technology is:  
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' 0zV C S× ∆ + ≥                                                                                                       (12) 
 
Supposing a d z tC C C C= − − , put formula 10 into formula 12: 
 
( ' ) 0s s s s k h a zV q l q l q l C S× − − + + ≥  
                                                                             (13) 
 
If 's sl l= ,   so: z a k h
S C q l
V
− ≥                                                                                   (14) 
4. Case study 
4.1 Brief introduction of surface mine 
The designed productivity of Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine is 13Mm3/a, the overburdens are all dumped to the 
external dump, the Long Qiao dump is in use currently; Long Qiao dump is a hillside dump, the dumping manner is 
truck—stacker integrated operation; After the fifth expansion, semi-continuous technology is adopted in marlite 
stripping with the designed productivity of 6 Mm3/a. The technology system disposal of the Long Qiao dump can be 
shown in Fig 3. 
 
 
Fig 3. Disposal of technology system in Long Qiao dump 
On one hand, the external dumping distance of overburden from Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine to the Long 
Qiao dump has exceeded 7 km, the height variation of material haulage  has exceeded 300m, and the transportation 
cost is high if truck transportation is adopted. On the other hand, affected by the landform and the technology 
system, there are only 7,000,000 steres on one dumping bench in Long Qiao dump; Calculated by the designed 
productivity, the dump needs to ascend the benches every year, the effect of mining technology on the system 
operation time is great and the yearly dumping volume of the stacker can only reach 6,000,000 steres per year. On 
this basis the probability of applying the new type of semi-continuous technology in this lignite mine is studied and 
discussed. 
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 4.2. System disposal 
Based on the production system disposal of Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine, the semi-continuous system 
alteration is carried out with the designing productivity 6 million steres per year. The system layout after the 
technical alteration is:  
The crusher is laid on the 1060m level in the open pit, the average transportation distance of the marlite from the 
excavation face to the crashing station is 1.2 km; after crashing, the marlite is transported to the unloading field of 
the dump by the belt-conveyor, which is stacked by the discharging machine, the transportation distance of the belt-
conveyor is 2.5 km; the marlite dumped is reloaded by the shovel and is transported to the dumping face by the 
truck, the transportation distance of trucks aided by the bulldozer dumping is 1.3 km. 
4.3. Benefit analyses 
The production costs comparison of these three systems are discussed in Table 1 including the discontinuous, the 
traditional semi-continuous and the new type of semi-continuous technologies. 
 
Table 1. Investment analyse 
Item Discontinuous technology 
Traditional  
semi-continuous technology 
New type of semi-continuous 
technology 
Truck transportation cost 137.7 61.7 49.5 
Crashing cost 0 8.1 12.2 
Belt-conveyor transportation cost 0 34.8 30.4 
Transferring cost 0 0 18 
Dumping cost 3 5.7 3 
Total 140.7 110.3 113.1 
Balance 0 -30.4 -27.6 
 
As is illustrated in Table 1, the calculation outcome is quite close between two types of semi-continuous 
technologies, the stripping cost saved per year may reach 30 million RMB; further more, with the advancement of 
the mining engineering, the economic benefit applying the semi-continuous may be more obvious. In accordance 
with the formula 1 to formula 13, it can be solved that the boundary condition applying the new type of semi-
continuous technology is the truck transportation distance of marlite should exceeds eight kilometers; on the 
foundation of the advancing speed and the dump developing direction in Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine, four years 
later, the economic benefit of the new type of semi-continuous technology is better than the traditional semi-
continuous system. 
5. Conclusions 
Aiming at the production demand of Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine, the discontinuous-continuous-discontinuous 
technology is put forward as a new type of mining technology, the research related is deployed, as the result of 
which these conclusions are drawn: 
(1) The layouts of semi-continuous technology are all discontinuous-continuous mode, which are mainly applied 
in coal transportation.  
(2) In connection with the characteristics of hillside dumps, the discontinuous- continuous-discontinuous 
technology is put forward, and adoption conditions are analyzed. 
(3) The economic benefit if adopting new pattern of semi-continuous technology is discussed in this paper, the 
boundary conditions of using such system are established. 
(4) The case study is carried out based on the condition of Bu Zhaoba surface lignite mine Xiao Longtan mining 
bureau, it is concluded that the traditional semi-continuous technology should be taken in use under the current 
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conditions; While with the transportation distance increasing of overburdens, after the external transportation 
distance of marlite exceeds 8 km, the new pattern of semi-continuous technology is better in economic benefit. 
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